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ABSTRACT

We present an extremely simple and effective signal pro-
cessing solution to the acoustic echo control problem. The
approach is based on the concept of synchronous statistical
adaptation of an acoustic echo canceler and a postfilter for
residual echo suppression. The required convergence state
of the echo canceler is estimated by a new statistical ele-
ment of our system. Double talk detection is not required
explicitly. The whole solution combines an excellent output
signal quality with a high degree of elegance and simplicity.

1. INTRODUCTION AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Fast and robust adaptation of the acoustic echo control
(AEC) unit in hands-free communication systems is often
considered to be difficult in non-stationary noisy environ-
ments. The adaptation of many AEC units explicitly relies
on the sophisticated detection and classification of differ-
ent acoustic events (e.g. room impulse response changes or
double talk situations). In our paper we will demonstrate
that the AEC problem can be solved in a simpler, purely
statistical framework, at least if the AEC unit relies on the
filter arrangement with acoustic echo canceler and postfilter
for residual echo suppression as shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Acoustic feedback and the arrangement of adaptive
FIR filters � and � to perform feedback attenuation.
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The local microphone signal at sampling time index � ,� � �"!$#&% � �"!('*) � �+!('-, � �+! , is additively composed of clean
near speech % � �"! , local background noise ) � �+! , and acoustic
echo , � �+! . The echo signal is due to the acoustic echo path
with impulse response .0/ � �"! from the local loudspeaker to
the local microphone. In this paper we assume that the
length of the FIR filter � sufficiently models the length
of the echo path. Nevertheless, the echo canceler leaves a
residual echo 1 � �"!2#3, � �"!5476, � �"! due to the time-varying
nature of the echo path and the presence of observation
noise % � �"!5'8) � �"! . The residual echo in the error signal9:� �"!;#<% � �"!$'=) � �"!$'81 � �+! is further reduced by the FIR
postfilter � .

Recently it has been shown that there is a simple and
close relation between the optimum statistical adaptation
processes of echo canceler and postfilter [1, 2]. This con-
cept is referred to as joint control or synchronous adapta-
tion of echo canceler and postfilter. This technique achieves
a very consistent interaction between both filters: The adap-
tation control triggers a postfilter attenuation in the sending
path of the hands-free system only when the echo canceler
is temporarily not able to reduce the acoustic echo suffi-
ciently. That happens for example after double talk situa-
tions or after strong echo path changes. With this intelligent
interaction of echo canceler and postfilter, distortions of the
useful signal in the sending path of the system can be al-
most avoided. In Section 2 of our paper, the details of this
important concept will be recalled and applied in the Dis-
crete Fourier Transform (DFT) domain.

The implementation of the synchronous adaptation con-
cept requires knowledge about the convergence state of the
echo canceler (i.e. the frequency-dependent system distance
between the echo canceler and the echo path). It has been
observed in other work, too, that the estimation of this con-
vergence state is the major difficulty in acoustic echo con-
trol systems [1, 2, 3]. If, however, the concept of syn-
chronous adaptation is applied, we claim that it is sufficient
to use a simple statistical convergence state estimator in or-
der to support the optimum adaptation of both filters. Our
estimator will be derived in Section 3 of the paper. Results
produced with our system are discussed in Section 4.
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Fig. 2. Schematics of the filtering path (left picture) and the adaptation loop (right picture) of an echo canceler � realized
with the FDAF algorithm.

2. BUILDING BLOCKS OF THE AEC UNIT

We discuss the statistical optimization of echo canceler and
postfilter in our AEC unit. That clarifies the need of the
adaptation process for a convergence analysis of the echo
canceler.

2.1. Frequency-Domain Adaptive Filter (FDAF)

The frequency-domain adaptive filter [4, 5] has become a
first choice in acoustic echo cancelation because of its abil-
ity to realize high-order adaptive filters � with a high con-
vergence rate and moderate computational complexity. The
two basic modules of the FDAF – filtering and adaptation –
are shown in Figure 2.

The FDAF uses the fast convolution/correlation tech-
nique to implement an acoustic echo canceler in the DFT
domain. The signal frames are obtained by the ”Win-
dowing” operation, �&%(' is the frame time index, and�)%+*#,-� � �/.0.1.0��2 43��4 denotes the discrete frequency in-
dex for a DFT length of 2 . The ”Linearization” (accord-
ing to the overlap/save method) removes cyclic convolu-
tion/correlation components produced by DFT and IDFT.

The filtering stage in the left picture of Figure 2 ap-
plies a set of coefficients � �����	� ! to compute an estimate
6, � �"! of the acoustic echo , � �"! . Then the error signal 9:� �"!
is given to the adaptation stage in the right picture. The
cross-correlation between 9 � �"! and �(� �+! is computed to im-
prove the set of coefficients � �����	� ! gradually. The time-
and frequency-dependent normalization of the gradient by
the sampled power spectral density1 (PSD)

� "#" �����	� ! of the

1The PSD of a non-stationary signal is a function of time and frequency.

input signal � � �"! is in fact responsible for the fast conver-
gence rate of the FDAF. The step-size $ ������� ! guarantees the
robustness of the LMS type adaptive filter � in the presence
of observation noise % � �+!(' ) � �+! .

The optimum step-size $ �����	� ! for the FDAF was de-
rived in [3] as the ratio of the PSDs

�6575 �����	� ! and
�98:8 ������� !

corresponding to the residual echo signal 1 � �"! and the error
signal 9:� �"! :

$ ������� ! #
� 575 �����	� !�98:8 ������� ! #

; < ������� ! ; = � ">" �����	� !�98:8 ������� ! . (1)

; < ������� ! ; = is the statistical expectation of the sampled resid-
ual echo power transfer function and basically defines the
convergence state of the echo canceler in the DFT do-
main. The step-size in (1) minimizes the convergence state; < ������� '?��! ; = at the frame index � '?� , given the conver-
gence state

; < ������� ! ; = at the current frame index � .
This type of minimum mean-square error (MMSE) op-

timization highly motivates the usage of a Wiener postfilter
for residual echo suppression. Our estimator for

; < ������� ! ; =
will be presented in Section 3.

2.2. Wiener Postfilter in the DFT Domain

In the original papers [6, 7] the postfilter � was proposed
for combined residual echo and background noise suppres-
sion. Here we emphasize the important special case of
residual echo suppression: Consider Figure 1 in which a
linear filter � shall be applied to the echo compensated sig-
nal 9:� �+! such that 6 % � �"! ' 6) � �"! approximates % � �"!�' ) � �"! in
the MMSE sense.



The MMSE solution can be computed approximately by
spectral weighting of the DFT coefficients


 �����	� ! corre-
sponding to the echo compensated signal 9:� �+! , i.e.

6� �����	� ! ' 6� �����	� ! # � ������� ! 
 �����	� ! � (2)

if the postfilter weights are determined according to the
Wiener rule as

� ������� ! #
� 8:8 ������� !�4 � 575 ������� !� 8:8 �����	� !

#
�98:8 ������� !�4 ; < �����	� ! ; = � "#" ������� !� 8 8 �����	� ! . (3)

Note that the DFT coefficients

 �����	� ! in (2) are computed

by the FDAF already. Finally, the synthesis of the postfilter
output 6 % � �+! ' 6) � �"! requires an IDFT of 6� �����	� ! ' 6� �����	� ! for
each frame index � and the overlap/save method to recom-
bine an output signal stream.

2.3. Synchronous Adaptation

The concept of synchronous adaptation directly follows
from the MMSE optimization of both echo canceler and
postfilter: From the solutions in Equations (1) and (3) it
can be easily seen that the optimum step-size of the echo
canceler depends on the same parameters than the opti-
mum postfilter weights and both are exactly complementary
[1, 2]:

$ ������� !�' � �����	� ! #?� . (4)

This fundamental equation establishes the close relation be-
tween the optimum statistical adaptation of echo canceler
and postfilter. This relation can be exploited to synchronize
the echo canceler � and the postfilter � very effectively
and therefore leads to a simplified structure of AEC units.
The synchronization further achieves a very consistent in-
teraction between echo canceler and postfilter and therefore
results in an excellent output signal quality of the AEC unit.

We further observe from Equations (1) and (3) that
the unknown convergence state

; < �����	� ! ; = essentially con-
trols the optimum statistical adaptation of echo canceler and
postfilter. Despite the relation (4), the convergence state is
still absolutely necessary to compute either the echo can-
celer step-size or the postfilter weights. This convergence
state is, however, not available (measurable) explicitly and
therefore has to be estimated from the known signals.

3. A SIMPLE, PURELY STATISTICAL
CONVERGENCE STATE ESTIMATOR

In this section we propose a very simple statistical estima-
tion technique for the convergence state required in the al-
gorithm. The proposed technique fills an important gap in
the control theory of AEC units and overcomes the more
heuristic nature of other approaches.

3.1. Statistical Convergence Analysis

In the following derivation we consider the FDAF approx-
imately as a normalized LMS type adaptive filter with one
tap-weight in each frequency bin. A statistical convergence
analysis for the LMS algorithm was performed for example
in [8, Equation 34]. Thus, given the step-size $ ������� ! , the
dynamic convergence behavior of the FDAF is described
by a first order difference equation for the residual echo
PSD

� 5 5 ������� ! :
�95 5 ������� ' ��! # $ = ������� !�� �����	��
�����	��
� �����	� !
' � 575 ������� !�� � � 4 $ �����	� ! ! = ' ; � � / ������� ! ; = � "#" �����	� ! . (5)

In contrast to [8, Equation 34], we added the PSD; � � / ������� ! ; = � "#" �����	� ! to account for time-varying charac-
teristics of the acoustic echo path . / � �+! . This approach is
motivated by a Markov model for the echo path variations
as used in [5]. The statistical parameter

; � � / ������� ! ; = is the
expectation of the magnitude-squared frequency response
corresponding to acoustic echo path changes from frame in-
dex � to � ' � . Our statistical model for the expected room
variations

; � � / �����	� ! ; = will be provided in Section 3.2.
Using

�98 8 # �95 5 ' �����	��
������	��
��
Equation (5) can be

rewritten as
�9575 ������� ' � ! # $ = �����	� !�� �98:8 �����	� !
' � 575 �����	� !�� � � 4�� $ ������� ! ! ' ; � � / ������� ! ; = � "#" �����	� ! . (6)

Substitution of the optimum step-size from Equation (1)
into Equation (6) and normalization of the result by the
input signal PSD

� ">" ������� ! yields the following recursion
for the convergence state

; < �����	� ! ; = of the echo canceler:

; < ������� ' � ! ; = # ; < ������� ! ; = � � �$4 $ ������� ! !
' ; � � / �����	� ! ; = . (7)

Equation (7) represents a central result of our paper. It can
be seen that the predicted convergence state

; < ������� '?� ! ; =
solely depends on the result of the previous iteration, the
time- and frequency-dependent forgetting factor � 4 $ ���:�	� ! ,
and the statistical model parameter

; � � / ������� ! ; = for the ex-
pected room variations.

The initialization of the convergence state can be chosen
for example as

; < ������, ! ; = # , , and the recursion in Equation
(7) converges to the true value of

; < ������� ')� ! ; = . Eventu-
ally,

; < �����	� ' ��! ; = can be easily substituted into Equations
(1) and (3) to control the adaptation of echo canceler and
postfilter at the frame index � ' � .

3.2. Proportional Room Variation Model

In our statistical framework we further assume that the ex-
pected level of room variations

; � � / ������� ! ; = is proportional



to the acoustic coupling
; � / �����	� ! ; = between loudspeaker

and microphone:

; � � / ������� ! ; = #�� � ; � / ������� ! ; = . (8)

The acoustic coupling
; � / ������� ! ; = is the expectation of

the magnitude-squared frequency response corresponding
to the echo path .0/ � �+! . It can be determined, for exam-
ple, from the last estimated echo path � �����	� !��=� / �����	� ! .
A similar technique has been reported in the context of the
PNLMS algorithm [9], where magnitude information about
the estimated echo path is used as feedback to control the
adaptation step-size. Another option to find magnitude a
priori information about the echo path is the utilization of a
background filter.

It should be noted that it might be helpful to adjust the
time- and frequency-resolution of the expected room vari-
ations

; � � / ������� ! ; = to the specific application using AEC
functionality. We further recommend a fixed constant of
proportionality, ,�� ��� � , which is chosen appropriately
according to the frame-shift of the AEC algorithm.

4. RESULTS AND BENEFITS

4.1. General Benefits from the Proposed Technique

The main feature of our AEC algorithm is the structural ele-
gance and simplicity: The synchronous adaptation concept
can reduce the control effort for AEC units considerably.
The reason is that a simple statistical approach is sufficient
to estimate the required convergence state. A double talk
detection is not required for the stability of the adaptation.

4.2. Simulation Results and Realtime Verification

Test Environment: For the offline simulation, real
speech signals �(� �"! were reproduced by a hands-free loud-
speaker in the passenger footwell inside of a car. The
acoustic echo , � �"! was mixed with various levels of local
speech % � �"! and car background noise ) � �"! and recorded by
a hands-free microphone located next to the driver’s mir-
ror. The acoustic coupling between loudspeaker and micro-
phone was 4	� dB. Inside the car, the local talker performed
typical movements to simulate acoustic echo path changes.

For the realtime verification, we have so far used a small
office room which produces similar reverberation as the car
environment. Otherwise the setup was comparable to the
offline scenario.

Processing Results: The offline simulation and the re-
altime scenario basically produced the same results: The
adaptive filter � adapts very quickly to the room variations
( � ��% ), but a weak residual echo remains audible after the
echo canceler. By the postfilter � , the attenuation of acous-
tic echo is considerably improved (depending on the amount
of near speech and background noise). A distortion of the
useful signal is hardly ever present.

In the informal subjective evaluation of the whole sys-
tem according to [10], the speech transmission quality was
rated as excellent and acoustic echo was not noticeable.

5. CONCLUSION

We proposed a very elegant solution to the acoustic echo
control problem. It is based on the statistical adaptation of
echo canceler and postfilter and it uses a simple statistical
estimator for the convergence state of the echo canceler. The
adaptation process has been verified to be fast and robust in
offline simulations and in the realtime environment.
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